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Emerging, established 
or submerged?

FEATURE by Johanna Thewlis  •  ILLUSTRATION by Marianne Bravo

DOUBLE EXPOSURE
The brief was simple:  

put on three hours of content.

RE-WRITING 
THE DEFINIT ION

Redefining the traditional writer.

INTERNET POETRY
As writers, can we ever embrace  

Instagram poetry?

THE

IRRITATING ADVICE 
FOR WRITERS

Well-meaning advice from  
the enlightened masses.

Simply put, the internet has no clear definition of the 
term ‘emerging writer’ other than the notion that you 
must be ‘up and coming’, ‘on your way’ or ‘emerging’ 
in some form from the ranks of the everyday person 
who writes in order to truly be able to call yourself 
a writer. The consensus is that to be emerging 
you need to be able to point to some evidence of 
accomplishment: awards won, competitions placed 
in and a list of ‘has been published ins' in your author 
bio. While these accomplishments can be useful 
markers, they can be daunting to those of us at the 
very beginning of our writing careers. Are these feats 
we have to achieve before we’re even considered to be 
on the writing path? 

So, how should we define the emerging writer? 
Let’s unpack some of the different views that are 
out there. The National Book Foundation’s 5 under 

35 competition declares that their winners are 
emerging writers who are ‘poised to make a lasting 
impression on the literary landscape.’ But how can we 
know what, in literature, will last and what will fade 
into obscurity? J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series isn’t 
considered a conventional literary piece, and yet it 
will likely be a franchise that crosses generations  
and passes into legend. Overland bemoan the language 
used around the term emerging writer: ‘designed to 
reinforce a hierarchy of power’ and wonder why  
we even need such a term at all. ‘Is it a sign of failure 
to never “emerge”?’ Their argument certainly 
deserves consideration. 

Perhaps the most troubling subtext behind the 
term ‘emerging writer’ is the potential for failure: 
you’re the butterfly just starting to emerge from your 
cocoon but you still have painful years ahead during 

which you may or may not fly. ‘Nice try. But you’re not 
there yet’—is what it seems to say. And if there is all 
this expectation around merely emerging as a writer, 
how are we meant to feel if we’re not even that far 
along in our careers? What if there isn’t an impressive 
bundle of accomplishments and published works 
we can point to? What if we’ve won no awards or 
competitions (and, in fact, entered few because 
of the cost and likelihood of failure)? What if our 
semi-regular submissions to our favourite literary 
journals are met with only silence or rejection? What 
if, far from feeling qualified enough to call ourselves 
writers, we feel as though we don’t even seem to 
qualify as ‘emerging’?

Writers, generally speaking, are not a confident 
species. Having the ability to piercingly observe the 
world around us and be truly aware of the inherent 

frailty of the human condition has its downsides 
when the glare is turned on itself. Honest self-
examination becomes self-doubt in a blink and a 
naturally questioning nature means nothing is so easy 
to question as your own ability to write. This line of 
thinking is only heightened for those dealing with 
mental illnesses. While I’m more than aware that 
not everyone with anxiety writes, it seems that an 
alarming number of writers deal with anxiety. When 
there is more than enough challenges associated with 
emerging from your bedroom and facing the outside 
world, achieving the status of ‘emerging writer’ can 
seem out of reach and the hallowed heights of an 
established writer even more so.

Putting pen to paper on a semi-regular basis and 
managing to cover my rent, bills, food AND buy a 
new dress with earnings from freelance copywriting 

When I googled ‘what does it mean to be an emerging writer?’ I 

got a range of responses, from the terrifying ‘you need to have at 

least one book published’, to inclusive encouragement ‘just keep 

writing,’ and all things in between.
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is definitely an achievement. However, there is still 
that nagging pressure that I should be spending more 
time on my first novel, submitting to competitions 
or working on a new poetry collection, rather than 
simply keeping myself fed, housed and clothed. 

This is why I’m proposing a new category of 
writer, one that I myself subscribe to: the ‘submerged 
writer’. They might boast ability and talent but it’s 
somewhat hidden in the mire of all they’re currently 
slogging through. I definitely feel more submerged 
than anything else most of the time, submerged in 
the need to find paid work, neck-deep in the troubles 
of life, struggling to keep my head above water. I 
live in constant dread of that classic question—‘what 
are you working on?’—when I know that my honest 
answer: ‘surviving,’ doesn’t feel acceptable. 

But it should be. 

What writers need, in all the many and varied early 
stages of their career, is encouragement. It’s all too 
easy to give up when life becomes too challenging. 
Instead of putting their ambitions on hold, too many 
would-be ‘emerging writers’ give up, potentially 
dooming themselves to years of regret. I’m not 
suggesting that you need to always be writing, even 
when life is kicking you in the teeth, punching you in 
the gut and then running over you with an eighteen-
wheeler—sometimes you need to pull back in order 
to fight another day. I’m not telling you to ‘use your 
pain’ to fuel your craft. In fact, I have no quick fixes 

to help you slog through the hard stuff and keep 
writing. What I am saying is that even when putting 
pen to paper seems an insurmountable challenge, 
you can still call yourself a writer. 

The Emerging Writers’ Festival is a place that 
welcomes writers and storytellers of all kinds – it 
is not some sort of elitist community you can only 
join if you achieve x, y and z accomplishments. It is 
a festival that encourages a writing community and 
a writing life because underneath we’re really all 
‘people who write’. 

‘A person who has written something or  
who writes in a particular way.’ —Google

What do you imagine when you think of a writer? An author, a journalist, a 
poet? The modern world is full of opportunities for writers—the trick is for the 
individual to realise their own definition. It is more than Google’s explanation of 
‘a person who has written something or who writes in a particular way’. A writer is 
free to expand past the conventional author, journalist and poet. 

The Emerging Writers’ Festival captures this idea and covers a broad range of 
events that paint writers as storytellers and draw attention to unconventional 
writers. These include writers of song, dance, podcasts, scripts, comics, spoken 
word, internet material and performance. Hence EWF events like YouTube  
Party 2017, Songs and Stories of Home and Lunchtime Lit: Autobiographical 
Comics. Such events are hosted by professionals who do not fit the conventional 
definition of a writer.

Another benefit in breaking down our associations with the word ‘writer’ is 
that we learn to appreciate writing no matter who created it. Lunchtime Lit: 
Hidden Voices in Podcasting looks at why straight white men dominate most 
‘Best of Podcasting’ lists and opens the audience to a diverse group of writers in 
podcasting. Quippings Presents LOVE SHOW is a performance by a team of  
nine queer artists using rant, dance and song to express ‘love in all its beauty,  
delicacy, power’. 

To remove conventions around what a writer is also removes conventions 
around who a writer is. This is a major reason why the Wheeler Centre has dubbed 
EWF ‘a festival full of Next Big Things’ and declared it ‘a breeding ground for bold 
experiments in Australian literature’.  

A new generation of Australian writers can be found at EWF, in all their great 
dimensions and diversity. Don’t let your understanding of ‘writer’ be pinned to a 
preconceived definition. Writers are whoever they write themselves to be, in any 
and as many colours as they choose. 

Irritating Advice 
for Writers
BY BEN KNIGHT, SOPHIE NILSSON &  
CALLIE BEUERMANN

Well-meaning advice from the  
enlightened masses.

MAKE YOUR CHARACTERS REAL
Make your characters come alive on the page. Make 
them your real-life best friend, your enemy, your 
own mother. It’s like an infomercial—no more 
imagination required! The characters jump off the 
page! Without fleshing this out, this piece of advice 
offers a redundant suggestion. Making a character 
feel real comes from practice, instruction and 
technique—not through the author simply willing 
them into existence.

REMOVE UNNECESSARY WORDS
What constitutes an ‘unnecessary’ word?  
Perspective warps what people regard as essential. 
We praise F. Scott Fitzgerald’s writing style despite 
page-long descriptions any editor would attack 
ruthlessly with a red pen. How can we use a 
generalised rule for every single piece of writing? If 
you take all the ‘unnecessary’ words out of a haiku—
you’re left with no haiku. 

WRITE WHAT YOU KNOW
I guess J.K. Rowling woke up one day to an owl on 
her doorstep delivering her invitation to an academy 
in a faraway mystery land? An interesting day for 
me consists of an elaborate avocado-toast creation 
devoured in front of 10 back-to-back episodes of 
Orange Is the New Black. Sure, I have a repertoire of 
story-worthy interactions and experiences I could 
write about, but without an active imagination that 
can transcend the realm of my everyday reality,  
I guess I’m pretty stifled for inspiration.

DON’T BECOME A WRITER
This might actually be decent advice, but it’s often 
the way it’s delivered that can make this mantra so 
irritating. It’s hard, there are no guarantees, and 
it isn’t for the faint-hearted. It can feel like a very 
exclusive club only available to the most intellectual, 
deepest and darkest of its students, and you feel like 
you are never going to be part of it.

TRUST YOURSELF. 
TRUST YOUR JUDGEMENT ABOVE ALL ELSE
Trust myself? I can’t even trust myself to be the 
same person tomorrow as I am today, let alone 
trust myself to have the final say writing a book. If 
writers trusted themselves, editors wouldn’t exist. 
The culmination of a variety of perspectives is often 
much more beneficial to the growth of a creative 
work than the close-minded arrogance of trusting 
solely your own judgement. Though really, the only 
criticism necessary of this advice is: what the fuck is it 
supposed to mean? 

Re-writing the  
Definition
BY NAOMI JOHNSON

Photography by Florian Klauer
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Double Exposure
BY J'AIME CARDILLO

‘An obsessive clings to a lost love but she slips his fingers. The world knows 
one thing about a beloved friend, but his people know him as someone 
else. A backpacker rolls a joint with a sheet of poetry. Oceans, hours, and 
bodies apart, two people see the whole world differently.’

The term ‘emerging’ is indefinable to a writer; 
conversely, it especially defines the 14 students 
who have spent the first semester of their final 
year in their Creative Writing degrees preparing to 
showcase their work at 1000 Pound Bend. 

Double Exposure identifies as a collaboration 
between artists within the RMIT Horizons studio 
and the 2017 Emerging Writers’ Festival. Tutor 
and writing facilitator, Dr Ronnie Scott describes 
Horizons as ‘a third-year lab, which comes at the tail 
end of a very involving, intensive Bachelor Degree 
of Creative Writing.’ It requires writers to challenge 
themselves in terms of content and form. The brief, 
which comes from the Emerging Writers’ Festival 
was simple: prepare three hours of content.

Various terrifying scenarios skipped through 
my mind, from the 14 of us putting on a play, to 
nightmares of a group sing-along. I can proudly say, 
neither of these are aspects of the performance. 
What you will experience at Double Exposure is 
diversity, with genre readings, found poetry, video 
and audio content, live music, dance and movement. 

As an industry word, the idea of being ‘emerging’ 
is daunting for me as it signifies the midpoint 
between being a student, and becoming a writer. 
RMIT student and artist, Ben Knight describes 
the literary scene as ‘volatile at best’. He says that 
the label of ‘emerging writer’ carries with it many 
questions, with the most obvious being, ‘how to 
emerge into the writing scene’. 

Knight says for writers, ‘being given a slot in a 
festival gives us a chance to display our creativity,’ 
which is sometimes just one click away from 
reaching the abyss of the digital recycle bin. 
‘Any opportunity for your creative aspirations 
to be pushed toward a professional avenue is 
overwhelmingly beneficial. It gives us a foothold 
in the literary world, instead of being a burden to 
society by drinking coffee in a dark room trying to 
write that novel’. Knight will showcase his  
fiction work Dear Ms. Leading, an exploration of 
human nature through the themes of child and 
substance abuse.

The Horizons process was initially tough, 
particularly for anyone who finds it hard to 
relinquish control of their work: this was me. A 
classic teacher’s pet since prep, writing has always 
been a privilege, though after four weeks of 

development I still wasn’t sure what I was saying with 
my writing. I was almost certain that our ‘work in 
progress’ performance for Izzy Roberts-Orr,  
EWF’s Artistic Director and Co-CEO, and Will 
Dawson, the EWF general manager, would be chaos—
it was the opposite, a complete success. All artists 
received meticulous feedback, sparking excitement 
among the group.  

Prior to undertaking the Horizons project, artist 
Sarah Dunwoodie didn’t identify as an emerging 
writer, ‘It was only when Izzy Roberts-Orr described 
the writers featured in the showcases as “storytellers” 
that I felt like I could identify’. 

Dunwoodie, who will perform her piece 
Everything to Declare, a reflection on travel and 
exploration, says that the crucial difference between 
emerging and established is that ‘an emerging 
writer has something they wish to put out in the 
world, whereas an established writer has already 
accomplished that goal’. She says the collaboration 
highlighted ‘the differences and similarities between 
writers who have burgeoning careers and the writers 
who get paid to write’.

For Dunwoodie, the experience has provided the 
knowledge of how established writers made the shift 
away from emerging, ‘my experience with the EWF 
has provided me with guidelines to do the same’.

 Writer and dancer Zara Marimuthu describes 
Horizons as an opportunity where she knew  
she wanted to showcase as an artist, combining 
two of her greatest passions. Her shadow art 
performance, 3959 Miles, uses dance to portray a 
familiar long distance relationship between  
Australia and Malaysia.

For most artists, Double Exposure is their first 
performance as an emerging writer. While  
extremely daunting, it is comforting to know that 
this festival is for us.

Double Exposure will be presented on  
Thursday 15 June 2017, 7.00pm, at 1000 Pound Bend. 
The salon is a free event.

Is writer’s block real or is it laziness? 
Real.

Go-to snack to stay on track: 
Nutella.

How did you overcome imposter syndrome? 
I never really felt it.

Tea or coffee? 
Tea.

Book that changed your life: 
The Catcher in the Rye.

What event are you most excited for at this year’s EWF? 
Self-Publishing and digital marketing, because it 
makes social media feel productive.

Can you write with noise around you or is silence golden? 
I like noise but it probably doesn’t like me. 

Where was your work first published?
Write Out Loud Anthology by Yarra Libraries.

What’s your favourite word? 
Sublime.

Worst/most annoying writing advice you’ve ever received:
Write every morning.

Vox Pop Qs:  
Hayley Francis

EWF 2017 VOLUNTEER AND CREATOR OF 
COMMON CULT AN ARTS COLLECTIVE 

BY IRYNA BYELYAYEVA 

Qs

Luxury inner-city smashed avocado  
— Penny Farthing, High Street, Northcote

‘Sleek and modern’ poached eggs and avocado  
on toast  
—Mixed Business, Queen’s Parade, Clifton Hill

Lifestyle avocado with feta exterior  
—Palomino, High Street, Northcote

Modest avocado and feta bagel in the heart of 
Melbourne’s cultural hub  
—Manchester Press, Rankins Lane, Melbourne 

‘Rustic and spacious’ smashed avocado and tomato 
—Green Refectory, Sydney Road, Brunswick

Smashed avocado on grain toast built with 
sustainable materials 
—Naughty Boy, Lygon Street, Carlton

AVOCADOS FOR SALE! BEST AVOCADOS 
IN YOUR LOCAL AREA AT THE MOST 
AFFORDABLE PRICES. SPECIAL DEALS FOR 
FIRST AVOCADO BUYERS.

Avocados for Sale!
BY NINA MONTERO

Illustration by Darcy Rock

Photograph by Denys Argyriou



They ask us what we want to be, and we answer 
something, because we know that we do have to be 
something—it will simply not do to just be. Doctor. 
Fireman. My favourite colour is orange, poet.

You make a gold star at school, you cut it out all by 
yourself. Gold stars on the walls. Gold stars on your 
books and on your uniform. Your teacher tells you 
to list your eight best qualities, one for each point. 
Realising you don’t know who you are or what you 
are good at, you write them down. Friendly, loyal, 
smart, funny, independent, adventurous, you can’t 
think of any more. Everyone in the room is making 
their stars, and when they are done they hang from 
the ceiling, a great mass of cascading promises.

We emerge into an anxious world, a world so 
hyper-aware of its own mortality and imminent 
end. We watch Rage. Video games teach us to 
compete virtually. We pick our first email addresses. 
Something weirdly sexual with underscores and 69s. 
We rush home from school to the sound of dial-up.

We MSN. We Myspace. We Bebo. We get Nokia 
phones, and yes they have Snake. We text. We get 
smart phones. We google. We still read books, but 
the pressing need for continuous connection with 
our social networks begins to take up an increasing 
amount of time. You are never truly alone with the 
internet in your pocket. Notifications interrupt the 
quiet and you are sucked back into a world that is 
not not real but most definitely not real either. The 
internet has well and truly arrived. 

So what does this mean for the millennial writers, 
the internet-bred poets? Does the egocentric lifestyle 

of a poet clash or ally with the internet? But you’re a 
millennial! Perhaps you wholeheartedly believe that 
what you have to say deserves to be heard. You should 
be read and digested and listened to, because why? 
Because of course you should! You’re a star after all.

But how do you write in an age in which words 
are—to put it simply—fucking everywhere? 

Humans are spewing out more information every 
two days than has been created from the dawn of 
civilisation to Evanescence’s release of ‘Bring Me to 
Life’. Half of us are waking up to Facebook feeds, 
sleep still in our eyes. Dopamine pings through our 
brains as the notifications ping on our phones—it 
genuinely feels good. But in an era of increasing 
over-saturation—where attention spans shrink and 
egos grow—where do the first poets of the internet 
generation fit? 

The internet holds open a plethora of doors 
to connect and share, and yet—I feel more alone 
than ever. My hand closes over the cold comfort of 
my phone, but finds little satisfaction. I consider 
removing myself from the internet entirely, but the 
FOMO of missed opportunities stops me. The fact is, 
the internet feels imperative for the success of the 
modern-day poet. There is an intense pleasure in 
watching like after like stream in after a particularly 
successful post. The success isn’t tactile and it isn’t 
financial, it’s a huge and instantaneous ego stroke. 
Suddenly your star seems brighter than all the rest. It 
hangs in your parents’ garage. 

But the feeling is fleeting. Every user is an enemy. 
You become paranoid. The sheer numbers of writers 

vying for the same validation is just too much to bear. 
They are nameless, they are perfect, and they are 
always there.

Tumblr brandishes its incessant reblog culture in 
your face like a cheerleader shaking pompoms, but 
the question of who wrote what is inconsequential. 
Writing is consumed with no real author in mind, 
almost as though the internet can, and does write. 
In fact, computers do write poems (‘Moons grow like 
clear pirates/Warm, stormy sharks calmly pull a  
cold, old cloud’–Bot Poet). The internet is redefining 
the way that poetry can be written and consumed. 
Enter Instagram. 

Instagram—an inherently narcissistic platform, 
where all the emphasis is on social status and image. 
It’s also a space where poetry is being actively shared 
and consumed in increasing numbers. Instagram 
makes poetry accessible. There’s no need to actively 
seek a poem to come across one. This works in ways 
to subvert the often-exclusionary echo chamber 
qualities of the poetry world making outsiders feel 
that they couldn’t possibly spot—let alone write— 
a good poem. 

Any smartphone owner with enough confidence 
can post their poetry on Instagram. But should they? 
Does Instagram poetry lack the usual rigour of self-
critique? If there’s no danger of failure, why would 
they even care? Strangers will either scroll right past 
or engage positively. Whether or not they enjoy the 
poem is irrelevant. It’s too easy just to ‘like’ content 
by the ‘Insta-famous’ in an attempt to gain more 
recognition for your own account.

Because of the emphasis on the visual on Instagram, 
more poets are also experimenting with concrete 
poetry, image and video in innovative and exciting 
ways—sometimes. Search #poetry and you will 
find a splash of colours resembling a 12–year–old’s 
Deviantart account from 2009, and occasionally, very 
occasionally, something good. But most of the work, 
sadly, resembles a stock photo with words.

So, are we drowning in work that is just 
relentlessly present rather than actually good?  
Is this form of internet self-publishing actually more 
accessible and inclusive than more traditional  
forms of publishing, or is it just another reflection of 
the current hegemony? Your reach rests heavily on 
your ability to market yourself, but since when have 
good writers had the time, the money or the ego to 
do that?

The poems sit impersonal and sterile, the author 
barely peeping out somewhere behind an elusive 
username and promises to upload daily. And what 
about the ego of the unrecognised, the unfollowed? 
The internet can be a vibrant and buzzing place, a 
canyon to yell into, hearing the echo of your words 
within the minds of every person who ‘likes’ your 
post. But it can also feel like sharing your most 
intimate works to a brick wall. In the digital age,  
are our poems ‘liked’ only to be forgotten with the 
slide of a thumb? 

Internet Poetry
BY KATERINA CAPEL

They call us the ‘me’ generation. They  
say we have a superstar complex. Our 
parents tell us we can do anything with 
their ears tuned to the radio, driving  
home from work, 5.55pm. 

In an era of increasing over-saturation–where attention spans 
grow shorter and egos larger–where do the first poets of the 
internet generation fit in?  — Illustrations by Darcy Rock
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